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H.LUN WINES MEAN FINE QUALITY FROM SOUTH TYROL
SINCE 1840
H. LUN wines defend a noteworthy position in the long history of
South Tyrolean winery since more than 150 years. With great and
foresighted expertise, Alois H. LUN showed professional courage and
perseverance already in 1840, when he labelled with his name only the
ﬁnest South Tyrolean wines from the best locations: the H. LUN quality
brand was born.
Aer more than a century of tradition, the H.LUN winery has been
taken over by the Cornaiano cellar and is now managed as an
independent brand. To this day, however, nothing has impaired the
principle of distinction by continuity and quality.

SANDBICHLER
LAGREIN RISERVA
ALTO ADIGE DOC

e Sandbichler wines are the culmination of our quality production
and as such they are subjected to strictest selection processes in the
vineyard. Extraordinary richness, aromatic intensity and careful
reﬁning distinguish our white wines and contribute to their remarkable
longevity. anks to proper maceration and a long and cosy maturity,
our red wines are the excellent result of many years of tradition.
is vine variety is grown on profound alluvial soil in the Egna area.
Lagrein has an old tradition here and meets excellent conditions for
growing. e fully ripened grapes develop by modern fermentation on
the skins in barriques into a vividly coloured wine with a subtle taste of
currants, chocolate and eucalyptus. Strong on the palate, with velvety
tannins, so and persistent.

Vintage
Grape variety
Production area
Yield
Winemaking

2016
Lagrein
Egna
7.000 bottles/ha
barrique

Alcohol content

14,0 %

Total acidity

5,9 g/l

Residual sugar

1,0 g/l

Ageing potential
Serving temp.

6-9 years
18° C

